1. Introduction {#sec1-ijms-16-25954}
===============

According to Krug \[[@B1-ijms-16-25954]\], the number of published studies regarding the hazards of engineered nanoparticles (NP) increased almost exponentially since the year 2000 to more than a total of 10,000 publications in 2014. Despite this staggering amount of publications, there are still substantial knowledge gaps that impede a proper risk assessment of NP. Such knowledge gaps cover many areas, including NP characterization, exposure assessment, and hazard identification and characterization.

There are not only a large amount of published studies regarding the safety of nanomaterials, there are also an abundance of nanomaterials and modifications of these, regarding size, shape, surface properties, *etc.* It is also expected that novel materials will appear at least as frequently in the future as in the recent past. Naturally, this raises the question of how to perform safety assessments for so many (different) materials. Is it necessary to perform assessments of each individual material and its variations, or is it feasible to adopt a category approach? The latter alternative, also called "grouping", is established for chemicals, where testing is performed on certain substances, and the results are considered applicable for other closely related compounds (The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, OECD 2014 \[[@B2-ijms-16-25954]\]).

A need for grouping of nanomaterials has been voiced by many authors (e.g., \[[@B3-ijms-16-25954],[@B4-ijms-16-25954]\], among others), although no consensus agreement on any specific grouping approach has been reached. Naturally, any grouping effort cannot be better than the data that underpin the activity, so a primary requisite for grouping must be that available scientific studies are of high quality and provide reliable and useful data. It is from this perspective that the present study should be seen, namely as a pilot effort to evaluate the usefulness of specific toxicity-related data regarding selected NP.

A number of projects have been initiated to e.g., develop and refine NP-testing approaches, such as the EU-funded NanoSafety Cluster \[[@B5-ijms-16-25954]\] and the ITS-NANO project \[[@B6-ijms-16-25954]\]. Other projects deal with answering regulation-related questions from the national regulation and legislation authorities but also from the society and the industry ([www.nanoreg.eu](www.nanoreg.eu)). OECD is running a large programme addressing the need for comprehensive NP risk assessments for human health and the environment ([www.oecd.org/science/nanosafety](www.oecd.org/science/nanosafety)). However, while the applicability of a number of testing strategies is discussed, the question remains whether the already available studies regarding particular NP toxicity or specific mode of action mechanisms can be used for assessment of NP toxicity. Thus, the question is whether it is possible to extract relevant toxicity related information from a selected number of studies leading to answers about the toxicity of a specific NP?

One of the key characteristics of an NP is the increased surface to volume ratio compared to larger particles. The surface area of a nanoparticle (NP) is more reactive than that of the bulk material due to physical and chemical properties. Accordingly, the behaviour of an NP is expected to change with changing size, which also has been documented in many studies \[[@B7-ijms-16-25954],[@B8-ijms-16-25954],[@B9-ijms-16-25954],[@B10-ijms-16-25954],[@B11-ijms-16-25954]\].

Furthermore, the NP size can determine the pathway of cell entry \[[@B12-ijms-16-25954],[@B13-ijms-16-25954]\]. NPs are not restricted to one but can activate multiple pathways to enter the cell. These uptake routes include phagocytosis (mainly used by professional phagocytic cells such as monocytes, neutrophils or macrophages) \[[@B14-ijms-16-25954]\]; clathrin-dependent endocytosis which is reported as the main pathway for NP uptake and has been documented in e.g., muscle cells, adipocytes and endothelial cells \[[@B11-ijms-16-25954]\]; clathrin- and caveolin-independent endocytosis (less frequently employed by NP \[[@B11-ijms-16-25954]\], but plays a role in signal transduction and transcytosis); and macropinocytosis which is considered as a non-specific entry-point detected in various cell types (e.g., \[[@B14-ijms-16-25954]\]). Iversen *et al.* \[[@B15-ijms-16-25954]\] summarized that since the size of caveolae are around 50--80 nm, the uptake and accumulation of larger NP is very unlikely. Mao *et al.* \[[@B16-ijms-16-25954]\] demonstrated that clathrin-mediated endocytosis is "limited" by around 120 nm, caveolin-mediated by *ca*. 60 nm, and clathrin/caveolin independent endocytosis by around 90 nm, whereas phagocytic uptake can process objects in the μm range. Similar findings have been shown by Jana \[[@B12-ijms-16-25954]\] as well. Shang *et al.* \[[@B17-ijms-16-25954]\] summarised the influence of size-dependent NP uptake: "(i) There is an optimal size for efficient endocytosis of NP independent of the particle composition; (ii) This critical size can vary with cell type and surface properties of the NP; (iii) Small NP have a higher probability to be internalized by passive uptake than large ones; (iv) Under otherwise identical conditions, small NP are more likely to cause toxic cellular responses..."

The NP size related influence on cells is usually related to the primary size of the particle which depends on the NP synthesis method \[[@B18-ijms-16-25954]\]. Which pathway or entry-point is activated by the NP uptake is furthermore influenced by the particles agglomeration, aggregation and/or stability. In the present study, the mean primary NP sizes are considered.

Endocytic uptake takes only a few hours *in vitro* (e.g., \[[@B19-ijms-16-25954]\]). After 2 h, the percentage of internalized particles reaches a plateau phase and the cell is more or less full with particles, which is a non-physiologic condition *in vitro*. Still, many *in vitro* studies report about the effects after longer durations, up to 24 h. Such studies can generate false positive results or simply wrong effects since during this time period and condition, other processes can be induced, such as apoptosis, necrosis, or changes in cell proliferation.

Another relevant parameter is the shape of the NP which might play an important role in cellular uptake and toxicity, as demonstrated by Gratton *et al.* \[[@B19-ijms-16-25954]\]. The authors detected differences in the internalization of cubical and cylindrical NPs with various aspect ratios. Furthermore, the authors described that rod-like particles were favoured by the investigated cells. These findings were confirmed by Oh and Park \[[@B20-ijms-16-25954]\]. It was concluded that macrophages are more efficient in rod-shaped NP uptake, while cancer and lung epithelial cells internalize spherical NP more efficiently. The fibrous forms of nanotubes can lead to frustrated phagocytosis and increased toxicity if they are enclosed too long by the cell \[[@B21-ijms-16-25954]\].

In many publications, the applied NP concentrations range between very low (\<10 μg/mL) and very high levels (\>100 μg/mL). In general, concentrations above 50 μg/mL are considered excessive and not relevant for toxicological studies (e.g., \[[@B22-ijms-16-25954]\]). Furthermore, high NP concentrations *in vitro* do not correlate with *in vivo* test concentrations, thus reducing the significance of the experiment \[[@B22-ijms-16-25954]\]. The effects of extremely low concentrations (pg/mL) are hardly ever analysed, but can alter cell signalling and cause sustained stress without being cytotoxic as it was shown in a chronic exposure *in vitro* study \[[@B23-ijms-16-25954]\]. Most *in vitro* experiments are designed as acute toxicity tests or as mechanistic studies, as only few chronic *in vitro* assays have been developed so far.

There are other parameters that influence the NP-cell interactions. A listing of these would be beyond the scope of this study, but a comprehensive overview of such parameters is given by Nel *et al.* (e.g., \[[@B24-ijms-16-25954]\]). The role of the cell culture medium should be mentioned, however, since it influences NP characteristics such as the zeta-potential, dispersion, and aggregation due to its pH, ionic strength, temperature, or presence of organic molecules or proteins.

In summary, the many publications concerning the toxicity of nanomaterials has led to only a limited overview or understanding of possible adverse effects, since it is not clear how to weigh the results of the published data. Our hypothesis is that the present approach allows the pooling of available nanotoxicity related data into more simplified categories of experimental conditions without changing the outcome, presenting a comparative overview of the available data, and identifying the toxic capacity of a specific NP. Thus, in the present study, the aim was (1) to identify specific and relevant experimental parameters for the chosen six different NP; and (2) to classify and implement "groups", leading to a better understanding of biological effects of nanomaterials.

To perform this proof of concept study, appropriate biological endpoints were identified, serving as the basis for the comparative analysis. These endpoints guided the selection of which specific nanoparticles (SiO~2~, TiO~2~, ZnO, CuO, CeO~2~/Ce~2~O~3~) to investigate and the identification of the relevant experimental parameters (size, concentration, and exposure time). Additional parameters such as cell type, positive and negative control *etc.* were taken into account to analyse the quality of the published data set.

2. Results and Discussion {#sec2-ijms-16-25954}
=========================

2.1. Intracellular ROS Release and Cell Viability as a Group of Biological Endpoints {#sec2dot1-ijms-16-25954}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The first parameter to identify was a relevant and frequently used biological endpoint, investigated with similar and, thus, comparable techniques. Thus, the release of reactive oxygen species was chosen. ROS release often leads to oxidative stress, which is considered as an early event of NP-induced adverse effects, but not necessarily leading to cell death, and is, therefore, an important toxicological parameter. Intracellular ROS release is commonly analysed with a specific technique, using the dichloro-dihydro-fluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA) fluorescent probe, which facilitates data comparison.

While collecting the "all data" (see Material and Methods), the results of the cell viability tests were noted during the experiments, and, thus, under the same experimental conditions as the measurement of ROS release, a cell viability decrease was consistently shown. There are different explanations for this effect, however, during the cell death process (apoptosis or necrosis), the cell membrane disintegrates and so the fluorescent dye dichloro-dihydro-fluorescein (DCF) can leak out. It can be assumed that the measured intensity of DCF is not solely caused by intracellular ROS generation, but also by other unknown effects and, hence, easily leads to misinterpretations. Therefore, cell viability was considered as a second relevant biological endpoint when data were collected. Consequently, after eliminating all data points where the cell viability was given and was below 90%, the remaining data set was the second group of interest. In other words, the data set "\>90% viability" contains data points with cell viability above 90%. Unfortunately, not all publications have included a cell viability test. However, the cell metabolic activity assay (MTT) was by far the most commonly used test, and in case more than one cell viability tests was employed, the results of the MTT assay were used. In case of CNT data, different cell viability tests were employed, since the tetrazolium salts reacts with the carbon nanotubes leading to false conclusions \[[@B25-ijms-16-25954]\].

2.2. Analysis of the Selected Data {#sec2dot2-ijms-16-25954}
----------------------------------

Initially, 102 publications were selected, whereupon a more or less equal number of publications were considered for each NP. The main focus was to perform a proof of concept study testing the applicability of the "pooling approach" rather than to analyse all available studies. From the selected publications, 36 were excluded because these did not fulfil the selection criteria (see Material and Methods). Of the remaining 66 publications, 11 examined more than one type of NP.

As one quality criterion, the physicochemical characterization of the NP was considered. Thus, nine studies did not present a complete description of the employed NP and referred to the supplier data only. Also, only about one third of all publications specified surface area and zeta potential, respectively. However, several authors gave detailed descriptions of the NP including impurities and behaviour of the NP in cell culture media and water.

In the studies, 43 different cell types were used, of which eight can be classified as professional phagocytes. Three different primary cells were used in the selected publications. About half of the cell types were of human origin, a quarter murine and the rest were derived from rats and fish. Information about the cells in general, such as age and storage or number of passages, was generally sparse, while descriptions of culture conditions during the experiments and parameters were given routinely.

Out of the considered 66 publications, 12 contained data points with cell viability below 90%. In total, 616 data points were read out from all publications of which 67% showed cell viability above 90%. [Table 1](#ijms-16-25954-t001){ref-type="table"} gives an overview of the number of investigations gathered from the selected publications. (A complete list of the publications is provided in the [Table S1](#app1-ijms-16-25954){ref-type="app"}.)

ijms-16-25954-t001_Table 1

###### 

Number of investigations according to each NP in total and the \>90% viability data.

  NP                      All Data   \>90% Viability   Percentage of \>90% Viability to All Data
  ----------------------- ---------- ----------------- -------------------------------------------
  CeO~2~                  109        102               94%
  CuO                     40         28                70%
  ZnO                     166        82                49%
  TiO~2~                  75         49                65%
  SiO~2~                  108        73                68%
  CNT                     113        75                66%
  Sum of investigations   611        409               67%

2.3. The Pooling Approach---Choosing Groups {#sec2dot3-ijms-16-25954}
-------------------------------------------

Here, we selected the NP size, concentration, and the exposure time as relevant experimental conditions for the pooling. It has to be pointed out, that all extracted data represent the published ROS ratios that were here transformed to a comparable measure. Thus, the analysis is restricted to relative comparisons. We aimed to present *in vitro* data regarding ROS production and cell survival rate after exposure to the chosen NP with very low, low, medium, high, and very high/large/long NP sizes, concentrations and exposure times, respectively, since these characteristics/conditions are expected to be important for NP effects. Thus, group-ranges (groups) were chosen as presented in [Table 2](#ijms-16-25954-t002){ref-type="table"}.

ijms-16-25954-t002_Table 2

###### 

Classification of data points into NP-size groups, NP-concentration groups and exposure time groups. If possible, each group contains at least five data points.

  NP Size Groups (without CNT)   NP Size Groups (CNT)                 NP Concentration Groups   Exposure Time Groups
  ------------------------------ ------------------------------------ ------------------------- ----------------------
  ≤15 nm                         ≤5 nm thick *x* ≤ 10 µm long         ≤10 µg/mL                 ≤3 h
  16--30 nm                      \>5--10 nm thick *x* ≤ 10 µm long    11--30 µg/mL              \>3--12 h
  31--50 nm                      \>10--50 nm thick *x* ≤ 10 µm long   31--50 µg/mL              \>12--24 h
  51--100 nm                     \>50 nm thick *x* ≤ 10 µm long       51--100 µg/mL             \>24 h
                                 ≤5 nm thick *x* \> 10 µm long        \>100 µg/mL               
                                 \>5--50 nm thick *x* \> 10 µm long                             

In particular, it has been shown that the NP uptake mechanisms seem to be NP size dependent \[[@B26-ijms-16-25954]\]. Furthermore, there are different molecular mechanisms by which internalization takes place. The chosen size-groups consider these mechanisms in order to show possible mechanistic dependent size related NP uptake if there is any ([Figure 1](#ijms-16-25954-f001){ref-type="fig"}a).

![Distribution of all investigations according to NP (**a**) size- (without CNT data); (**b**) concentration-; and (**c**) exposure time groups. The blue bars represent the mean ROS ratios of all data, and the red bars the ROS ratios of cells with more than 90% viability. Data are illustrated as mean, and numbers inside the bars represent the number of investigations.](ijms-16-25954-g001){#ijms-16-25954-f001}

The NP concentration groups are chosen according to very low, low, medium, high, and very high concentrations. Many investigations have used very high and, hence, not relevant concentrations of NP (above 50 μg/mL); thus, the cell survival rate was either not measured or it was below 90% ([Figure 1](#ijms-16-25954-f001){ref-type="fig"}b).

A very common exposure time for investigating phagocytic uptake is around 1 h. Accordingly, the first time period is up to 3 h, the next period is 3--12 h, and so on ([Table 2](#ijms-16-25954-t002){ref-type="table"}). Extended exposure times can lead to intracellular accumulation of NP which in turn can influence the result by the induction of other intracellular processes (e.g., induction of apoptosis by NP overload leading to cell death and increased ROS release). However, since longer exposure times were employed in many studies, additional groups have been included to detect any possible influence of this experimental condition ([Figure 1](#ijms-16-25954-f001){ref-type="fig"}c).

In summary, ROS generation and cell viability were chosen as a group of biological endpoints. Two data sets were considered, *viz.* "all data" and "\>90% viability" whereby 67% of "all data" showed \>90% viability. We considered 66 publications and extracted 611 investigations, which were performed with 43 different cell types. The groupings of NP size, concentration and exposure time were chosen either according to cellular processes or arbitrarily.

2.4. Data Analysis of Selected NP {#sec2dot4-ijms-16-25954}
---------------------------------

### 2.4.1. Silicium Dioxide NP (SiO~2~-NP) {#sec2dot4dot1-ijms-16-25954}

For the analysis of nano-silica, 16 publications were selected and 108 investigations (data points) were obtained ("all data"). Seventy-three percent of these belonged to the "\>90% viability" group. Out of the 16 publications, only three reported the use of a positive control and four did not report the physicochemical properties of the used NP. The distinction between amorphous and crystalline nano-silica was made in six studies of which five employed amorphous silica in 27 investigations. This lack of information is noteworthy because it is reported that the crystalline form is more toxic while little is known about the amorphous form. However, Constantini *et al.* \[[@B27-ijms-16-25954]\] compared the effects of both forms of nano-silica on various cell types and detected similar degrees of cytotoxicity, but also noted that macrophages reacted more strongly to nano-silica exposure than non-phagocytic cells. Professional phagocytic cells were used only in two publications (24 investigations) \[[@B8-ijms-16-25954],[@B28-ijms-16-25954]\], and the remaining employed various human, murine or rat cell lines.

The distribution of the NP sizes was relatively even in the selected publications, as well as the applied NP concentrations, which, however, covered very large ranges. Almost 80% of all investigations were performed for 24 h ([Figure 2](#ijms-16-25954-f002){ref-type="fig"}a,c,e).

The Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) statistical analysis test was performed for the whole data set considering the NP-size, concentration, and exposure time, and with the ROS ratio as the dependent variable. There was no correlation between any of these factors and ROS release.

Regarding the NP size groups ([Figure 2](#ijms-16-25954-f002){ref-type="fig"}b), the multi-factor ANOVA (MA) and one-way ANOVA (OWA) analyses detected significant inhomogeneity between the selected groups for "all data". The modified Tukey test for unequal and did not support these findings. [Figure 2](#ijms-16-25954-f002){ref-type="fig"}b shows a slight decrease in ROS generation with increasing NP size, where the ≤15 nm group is significantly different from the other groups (ANOVA). Also, the percentage of investigations in the "\>90% viability" data set is rising with larger NP size, indicating higher toxic effects of smaller NP. Out of the eight publications which tested more than one NP-size, six reported a size-dependent decrease of ROS release \[[@B9-ijms-16-25954],[@B10-ijms-16-25954],[@B29-ijms-16-25954],[@B30-ijms-16-25954],[@B31-ijms-16-25954],[@B32-ijms-16-25954]\]. Our analysis supports these findings.

![The effect of NP-size, concentration and exposure time on ROS ratios after exposure to SiO~2~-NP. The blue bars represent the mean ROS ratios of all data, and the red bars the ROS ratios of cells with more than 90% viability. Data are illustrated as mean ± SEM and numbers inside the bars represent the number of investigations. Mean ROS ratios as a function of (**a**) NP-size, (**c**) NP-concentration and (**e**) exposure times are shown. Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) was used to identify correlations between the independent variables NP size, concentration or exposure time and the dependent variable ROS ratio; (**b**,**d**,**f**) show the respective groupings that were analyzed with multi-factor ANOVA (MA) for statistical significant inhomogeneity for three variables, one-way ANOVA (OWA) for one variable, and the modified post-hoc Tukey test for unequal n for group differences (*p* \< 0.05 for \* all data and \# for \>90% viability).](ijms-16-25954-g002){#ijms-16-25954-f002}

The data of the NP concentrations ([Figure 2](#ijms-16-25954-f002){ref-type="fig"}c) shows highly diverging mean values below NP concentrations of 10 μg/mL, with extremely high ROS ratios originating from one study by (Gong *et al.* \[[@B9-ijms-16-25954]\]). In contrast, very low values were found in the study by Aranda *et al.* \[[@B8-ijms-16-25954]\]. The number of investigations in the data set "\>90% viability" is decreasing compared to "all data" with increasing NP concentrations (\<10 μg/mL: 91%; 11--30 μg/mL: 80%; 31--50 μg/mL: 60%; 51--100 μg/mL: 41%; \>100 μg/mL: 50%), suggesting a NP-concentration dependent cytotoxicity.

The NP concentration groups are statistically similar ([Figure 2](#ijms-16-25954-f002){ref-type="fig"}d). However, almost all publications reported a NP concentration-dependent generation of oxidative stress and reduction of cell viability \[[@B9-ijms-16-25954],[@B28-ijms-16-25954],[@B29-ijms-16-25954],[@B30-ijms-16-25954],[@B31-ijms-16-25954],[@B32-ijms-16-25954],[@B33-ijms-16-25954],[@B34-ijms-16-25954],[@B35-ijms-16-25954],[@B36-ijms-16-25954],[@B37-ijms-16-25954]\]. Lactate dehydrogenase levels (LDH) were measured frequently also in combination with ROS whereby increasing LDH-levels were detected. LDH is an indicator for membrane damage and increased levels could indicate that the DCF probe could leak out and compromise the DCF-assay. In general, the NP concentrations employed are rather high considering the reported cytotoxicity of 10 μg/mL in HepG2 cells, using 15 nm NP and an EC~50~ of 50 μg/mL in A549 cells \[[@B38-ijms-16-25954]\].

The exposure time groups ([Figure 2](#ijms-16-25954-f002){ref-type="fig"}f) resulted in statistically inhomogeneous sets for the \>3--12 h by MA and OWA. Data were extracted from only one publication for this time point \[[@B8-ijms-16-25954]\]. As most investigations were performed at 24 h exposure and only three studies \[[@B28-ijms-16-25954],[@B29-ijms-16-25954],[@B35-ijms-16-25954]\] examined time dependent cell viability, the outcome of this comparative approach is not supported by the findings of individual publications. It seems likely that exposure time is not a determining factor for SiO~2~-NP induced toxicity, but without further investigations this outcome is not conclusive.

In summary, the presented comparative analysis for SiO~2~-NP reflects the findings of individual publications and a better insight is given by combining these. This can be observed for NP size groups, as the data analysis shows that the ROS release correlates with nano-SiO~2~ size. There is a statistically non-significant correlation between NP concentration and ROS release. Exposure time does not seem to influence the ROS generation rates.

### 2.4.2. Titanium Dioxide NP (TiO~2~-NP) {#sec2dot4dot2-ijms-16-25954}

Eleven publications fit the selection criteria and were analysed. The data compilation resulted in 75 investigations in total and in 49 data points for the "\>90% viability". The physicochemical characterization of the employed NP is rather scarce---only five studies stated whether the employed NP were of anatase or rutile form. Almost all experiments were performed with murine or human cells and, in two publications, rat cells were employed. Professional phagocytic cells were used in 49 investigations. Positive controls were used in three publications.

Almost 79% of the applied NP were below 50 nm in size. Sixteen investigations employed larger NP and in seven of these 148 nm NP were used. Although the ROS ratios of the raw data are quite fluctuating ([Figure 3](#ijms-16-25954-f003){ref-type="fig"}a), the MRA showed a significant correlation for the "\>90% viability" data. Regarding the NP size groups, MA and OWA detected inhomogeneous groups among the "\>90% viability", but not for "all data". The post hoc test did not support these findings. In the group with NP sizes of 16--30 nm, all 10 investigations with a NP size of 22 nm were derived from one publication \[[@B8-ijms-16-25954]\], which apparently reduces the mean ROS ratio of the NP size group 16--30 nm to such an extent that it is statistically different from the others.

One publication tested three different TiO~2~-NP sizes on the same cell type \[[@B11-ijms-16-25954]\] and observed a slightly higher ROS level with an NP size of 21 nm than with 12 nm or 98 nm. The same study also compared rutile and anatase forms and reported a less toxic response of the rutile TiO~2~-NP.

The ROS ratios were rising with increasing NP concentrations up to extreme values at very high concentrations (400 mg/mL) ([Figure 3](#ijms-16-25954-f003){ref-type="fig"}c). There was a correlation for "all data", which was detected by MRA. In the grouping approach, MA and OWA analyses revealed a concentration dependent increase in ROS release ([Figure 3](#ijms-16-25954-f003){ref-type="fig"}d). The "all data" group with \>100 µg/mL was significantly different from the other groups. There was a concentration dependent increase in ROS release in the two lowest concentration groups among the "\>90% viability" groups, but concentrations above 30 μg/mL did not generate stronger responses. Most of the analysed publications reported a dose dependent increase in ROS levels \[[@B11-ijms-16-25954],[@B39-ijms-16-25954],[@B40-ijms-16-25954],[@B41-ijms-16-25954],[@B42-ijms-16-25954],[@B43-ijms-16-25954],[@B44-ijms-16-25954],[@B45-ijms-16-25954]\], with two exceptions \[[@B8-ijms-16-25954],[@B46-ijms-16-25954]\]. For the "all data" groups, the presented approach showed similar findings.

![The effect of NP-size, concentration and exposure time on ROS ratios after exposure to TiO~2~-NP. Data are illustrated as mean ± SEM and numbers inside the bars represent the number of investigations. Mean ROS ratios as a function of (**a**) NP-size, (**c**) NP-concentration and (**e**) exposure times are shown. Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) was used to identify correlations between the independent variables NP size, concentration or exposure time and the dependent variable ROS ratio; (**b**,**d**,**f**) show the respective groupings that were analyzed with multi-factor ANOVA (MA) for statistical significant inhomogeneity for three variables, one-way ANOVA (OWA) for one variable, and the modified post-hoc Tukey test for unequal n for group differences. The bars labelled "a" or "A" *etc.* are statistically different from "b" or "B" but not from "ab" or" AB". *p* \< 0.05 for \* all data and \# for \>90% viability.](ijms-16-25954-g003){#ijms-16-25954-f003}

More than 60% of all investigations used 24 h exposure time, but 55% of these data points were obtained with cell viability below 90% ([Figure 3](#ijms-16-25954-f003){ref-type="fig"}e,f). Significant differences between the three time groups for both data sets were found using MA, OWA and the Tukey tests. After an increased ROS generation below 3 h, the ROS ratios are close to 1 during the 3--12 h exposure time span. Longer exposure times display similar results for the "\>90% viability" but increased ratios for "all data". In short, when viable cells are considered, ROS release seems to be decreasing with longer exposure periods.

This finding reflects the outcome of the investigations performed by Xia *et al.* \[[@B47-ijms-16-25954]\] who observed, after an initial increase in ROS release, a drop over time in macrophages, but not in epithelial cells, which did not respond to NP exposure. Therefore, we performed a separate analysis in order to differentiate between professional phagocytes and non-phagocytic cells. Five studies employed professional phagocytes in their investigations of ROS release of TiO~2~-NP (49 investigations; 65% of all investigations) \[[@B8-ijms-16-25954],[@B11-ijms-16-25954],[@B43-ijms-16-25954],[@B44-ijms-16-25954],[@B47-ijms-16-25954]\]. Statistically significant differences between the exposure time groups were detected by MA, OWA and the Tukey test. [Figure 4](#ijms-16-25954-f004){ref-type="fig"} shows the differences in ROS release due to NP concentration for phagocytic and all other cells. Overall, the ROS ratios of phagocytic cells without consideration of group classification, is 2.2 times higher for "all data" and 1.2 times for "\>90% viability". Non-phagocytic cells show weak to no response to TiO~2~-NP exposure. This result suggests that TiO~2~-NP are not as toxic to non-phagocytic cells compared to other metal oxide NP, which also was reported by e.g., \[[@B45-ijms-16-25954],[@B46-ijms-16-25954]\]. On the other hand, professional phagocytes react more strongly to NP exposure by inducing an oxidative stress during phagocytosis, which is a physiological response of phagocytes \[[@B48-ijms-16-25954],[@B49-ijms-16-25954]\].

![ROS ratios in (**a**) phagocytic cells, and (**b**) non-phagocytic cells after exposure to different concentrations of TiO~2~-NP. See [Figure 2](#ijms-16-25954-f002){ref-type="fig"} for further details. The bars labelled "A" or "B" are statistically different. *p* \< 0.05 for \* all data and \# for \>90% viability.](ijms-16-25954-g004){#ijms-16-25954-f004}

According to the analysed data, the significant effect of TiO~2~-NP exposure on ROS release is correlated to exposure time and NP concentration but not to NP size. The increase in ROS release is attributable to the use of phagocytic cells, since a refined data analysis revealed that professional phagocytic cells generate higher ROS ratios than other cell types. The crystalline form of TiO~2~-NP might be crucial for ROS generation as well, but due to the lack of the physicochemical descriptions of the employed NP a distinction between the different forms was not possible to perform.

### 2.4.3. Zinc Oxide NP (ZnO-NP) {#sec2dot4dot3-ijms-16-25954}

ZnO-NP was selected to be analysed here because of its high toxicity and solubility. Seventeen publications were selected for the present analysis. In total, 166 investigations were extracted from the publications but only 82 investigations remained in the "\>90% viability" data set. Most experiments were executed on a variety of human cells and to a lesser degree on murine cells. One publication employed rat cells and, in one large study, fish cells were treated with ZnO-NP. Regarding the quality of the studies, only three articles presented results of positive controls (18% of the selected publications). The shapes of the ZnO-NP are diverse and were described as rods, spheres, elongated, polygonal sheet shape, and wurzite crystalline structure. For comparison purposes, the largest dimension was taken as the NP size (e.g., for rods described with thickness and length, the length was considered as the NP size). Although Gratton *et al.* \[[@B19-ijms-16-25954]\] showed a preferred uptake of rod-like shapes over spherical ZnO-NP, the shape is often not mentioned when the toxicity of ZnO-NP is examined.

The distribution of the employed NP-sizes is relatively balanced, as [Figure 5](#ijms-16-25954-f005){ref-type="fig"}a shows. There are 22 investigations with NP over 100 nm. MRA analysis revealed statistically significant correlations between both data sets. Statistically significant differences between the groups were detected when applying the MA, OWA and the Tukey tests. The largest particles (\>100 nm) are different from the smallest NP with a diameter of ≤15 nm in the "\>90% viability" data set ([Figure 5](#ijms-16-25954-f005){ref-type="fig"}b). In "all data", the group with \>16--30 nm has a higher ROS ratio, however, otherwise the ROS release decreases with decreasing NP size. Only one study \[[@B50-ijms-16-25954]\] tested different NP sizes (19 nm; 71 nm; 108 nm and 342 nm) and found the highest ROS release at the smallest NP size exposure, which is consistent with the outcome of the present study.

About three quarters (77%) of all investigations were performed with NP concentrations below 30 μg/mL ([Figure 5](#ijms-16-25954-f005){ref-type="fig"}c,d). MRA analysis shows a dose dependent increase of ROS generation for the "all data" category. The NP concentration groups of "all data" are also significantly different according to MA and OWA in a concentration dependent manner. As for the "\>90% viability", the ROS releases increase slightly until the concentration of 30 μg/mL is reached, but drops afterwards.

The expanding relative discrepancy between the two data sets is noteworthy. In the "\>90% viability" data set, the percentage of investigations is declining rapidly with increasing NP concentration (≤10 μg/mL: 70%; 11--30 μg/mL: 29%; 31--50 μg/mL: 25%; 51--100 μg/mL: 19%; \>100 μg/mL: 0%), indicating a high cytotoxicity at high NP concentrations. The publications that tested different NP concentrations all reported a dose-dependent reduction of cell viability with the concomitant rise in ROS generation. The data suggest a dose dependency which is restricted to up to 30 μg/mL NP concentrations.

Due to the large amount of investigations at low ZnO-NP concentrations, the group ≤10 μg/mL was divided into three subgroups for a refined analysis. The results were not statistically different from the presented group classification (data not shown).

Exposure time does not influence the ROS release although there is a trend towards that mean group values of "\>90% viability" indicate a small drop after 3--12 h exposure ([Figure 5](#ijms-16-25954-f005){ref-type="fig"}f), suggesting a decrease in ROS release with longer exposure times. This is in contrary to the "all data" groups, where no such effect is seen. Similar to the NP concentrations, the percentage of investigations in the "\>90% viability" data set is declining when compared to the "all data" set. This could be the reason for the reported time dependency by some authors \[[@B51-ijms-16-25954],[@B52-ijms-16-25954],[@B53-ijms-16-25954],[@B54-ijms-16-25954]\] detecting rising ROS ratios with longer exposure time.

Taken together, the ROS release after exposure to ZnO-NP is NP size and concentration dependent, but most likely not related to exposure time. However, our approach reflects the outcome of reported behaviours of cells for "all data".

### 2.4.4. Copper Oxide NP (CuO-NP) {#sec2dot4dot4-ijms-16-25954}

Despite of the known toxicity of CuO, there are surprisingly few publications available regarding the effects of this material in nano form on ROS release *in vitro*. In this study, eight publications were detected and analysed leading to a data assembly of 40 investigations of which 28 remained in the "\>90% viability" data set. One study \[[@B55-ijms-16-25954]\] did not mention the physicochemical properties of the applied NP, but all others gave at least some information. Positive controls were lacking in all studies. Human and murine cell lines were used in all studies with exception of one case \[[@B56-ijms-16-25954]\], where primary murine phagocytes were employed.

![The effect of NP-size, concentration and exposure time on ROS ratios after exposure to ZnO-NP. Data are illustrated as mean ± SEM and numbers inside the bars represent the number of investigations. Mean ROS ratios as a function of (**a**) NP-size, (**c**) NP-concentration and (**e**) exposure times are shown. Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) was used to identify correlations between the independent variables NP size, concentration or exposure time and the dependent variable ROS ratio; (**b**,**d**,**f**) show the respective groupings that were analyzed with multi-factor ANOVA (MA) for statistical significant inhomogeneity for three variables, one-way ANOVA (OWA) for one variable, and the modified post-hoc Tukey test for unequal n for group differences. The bars labelled "a" or "A" *etc.* are statistically different from "b" or "B" but not from "ab" or" AB". *p* \< 0.05 for \* all data and \# for \>90% viability.](ijms-16-25954-g005){#ijms-16-25954-f005}

The statistical analysis for NP size and size groups gave no significant results ([Figure 6](#ijms-16-25954-f006){ref-type="fig"}a,b). Most experiments were performed within the NP size group 31--50 nm where the highest effects were shown for "all data" only. The statistical analyses, however, showed that NP size does not have any influence on ROS release.

Almost three quarters of all investigations were performed with NP concentrations below 10 μg/mL, however, huge ROS ratios were detected in "all data" at high NP concentrations ([Figure 6](#ijms-16-25954-f006){ref-type="fig"}c). MRA, MA and OWA detected significant correlations between ROS ratios and NP concentrations in "all data". The Tukey test showed that the NP concentration group of \>10 μg/mL is statistically different from the groups 31--50 μg/mL and 51--100 μg/mL ([Figure 6](#ijms-16-25954-f006){ref-type="fig"}d). ROS ratios rise with increasing NP concentrations, but both the number of investigations and the cell viability values are low in these groups.

![The effect of NP-size, concentration and exposure time on ROS ratios after exposure to CuO-NP. Data are illustrated as mean ± SEM and numbers inside the bars represent the number of investigations. Mean ROS ratios as a function of (**a**) NP-size, (**c**) NP-concentration and (**e**) exposure times are shown. Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) was used to identify correlations between the independent variables NP size, concentration or exposure time and the dependent variable ROS ratio; (**b**,**d**,**f**) show the respective groupings that were analyzed with multi-factor ANOVA (MA) for statistical significant inhomogeneity for three variables, one-way ANOVA (OWA) for one variable, and the modified post-hoc Tukey test for unequal n for group differences. The bars labelled "a" or "A" *etc.* are statistically different from "b" or "B" but not from "ab" or" AB". *p* \< 0.05 for \* all data and \# for \>90% viability.](ijms-16-25954-g006){#ijms-16-25954-f006}

Since the majority of the investigations were performed at NP concentrations ≤10 μg/mL, this group was subdivided into three subgroups (≤1, 2--5 and 6--10 μg/mL) for a refined analysis. A slight increase in ROS release for "\>90% viability" up to 10 μg/mL was identified, but this was statistically insignificant. Similar effects were detected for "all data" (data not shown). Interestingly, all publications examined here reported dose dependent cytotoxicity and ROS generation.

The original data for exposure time show no statistical differences according to MRA ([Figure 6](#ijms-16-25954-f006){ref-type="fig"}e). However, significant inhomogeneity between the exposure time groups for "all data" was detected by using MA, but not by OWA. [Figure 6](#ijms-16-25954-f006){ref-type="fig"}f shows a rise in ROS ratios up to an exposure time of 24 h followed by a drop afterwards. Regarding the "\>90% viability" data, no statistically significant difference was detected.

In summary, the size and exposure time of CuO-NP are not seen to influence the *in vitro* ROS generation. However, ROS generation seems to be NP concentration dependent at very low concentrations (\>10 μg/mL). In spite of this, since available data are limited, this analysis is not delivering a clear result.

### 2.4.5. Nanoceria (Ce~2~O~3~/CeO~2~-NP) {#sec2dot4dot5-ijms-16-25954}

Only eight publications fulfilled the selection criteria for the present study, providing 109 data points (102 for "\>90% viability"). Seven different cell types were used, of which two were professional phagocytes. In total, 47 investigations were performed with such cells. More than 99% of all investigations used human cells complemented by murine cells. Three publications included positive controls.

The distribution of the NP size of the applied nanoceria in the respective publications is unbalanced---64% of the investigations employed NP sizes below 15 nm, followed by NP sizes between 16 and 30 nm ([Figure 7](#ijms-16-25954-f007){ref-type="fig"}a). By using MRA, no correlation was found between NP size and ROS release. The highest ROS ratios were reported by Mittal *et al.* \[[@B57-ijms-16-25954]\] using 20 nm NP. This study showed elevated ROS levels in A549 human adenocarcinoma lung epithelial cells. Horie *et al.* \[[@B58-ijms-16-25954]\] investigated the ROS levels in epidermal keratinocytes with similar results. The second highest ROS ratios were generated by 8 nm NP in a study on mouse macrophages and human epithelial cells where only the macrophages responded with an increased ROS release \[[@B47-ijms-16-25954]\]. The other investigations using phagocytic cells showed similar antioxidative effects (at the same magnitude) as with the other cell types.

Statistically significant differences are shown in the NP size groups according to MA, OWA and Tukey tests ([Figure 7](#ijms-16-25954-f007){ref-type="fig"}b). NP with a size of 16--30 nm generated statistically significant higher ROS ratios than all other groups.

The applied ranges of NP concentrations are between 1 and 200 μg/mL ([Figure 7](#ijms-16-25954-f007){ref-type="fig"}c). According to the MRA test both data sets significantly correlated with this variable. The groups illustrate a NP concentration dependent effect even more obviously as shown in [Figure 4](#ijms-16-25954-f004){ref-type="fig"}d. Below 10 μg/mL ROS ratios are around 1.3, followed by a steady drop to 0.8 at higher concentrations. All three statistical tests (MRA, MA, OWA) as well at the Tukey test confirmed these findings for both data sets. A refined group classification did not reveal statistically different results (NP concentration group ≤10 μg/mL was split into ≤5 μg/mL and 6--10 μg/mL; data not shown).

Among the investigated studies, only Park *et al.* \[[@B59-ijms-16-25954]\] and Mittal *et al.* \[[@B57-ijms-16-25954]\] detected a dose dependent increase in ROS release, whereas Ting *et al.* \[[@B60-ijms-16-25954]\] described a dose dependent decrease. Based on the available material, our approach showed a statistically significant inverse relationship between NP concentration and ROS release.

Within the raw data of exposure times for both data sets, significant correlations between the variables were detected using MRA ([Figure 7](#ijms-16-25954-f007){ref-type="fig"}e). The exposure time frame among the investigations was evenly distributed between 3 min and 72 h. The exposure time groups show that short exposure times (≤3 h) generated almost no ROS release, similar to the 3--12 h group ([Figure 7](#ijms-16-25954-f007){ref-type="fig"}f). These two groups are significantly different from the \>24 h group, which has a ROS ratio of 0.6. MA, OWA and the post-hoc test indicated significant differences among the groups. Because the raw data in [Figure 7](#ijms-16-25954-f007){ref-type="fig"}e indicate an increase in ROS generation until 3 h exposure time (from 0.6 to 1.5) this group was analysed in more detail by splitting it into two subgroups. However, the ROS ratios generated below 1 h of exposure were not statistically different from the mean ratios between 1 and 3 h (data not shown). Similar to the NP concentration groups, the statistical analysis show also a time dependent antioxidative effect of nanoceria.

![The effect of NP-size, concentration and exposure time on ROS ratios after exposure to CeO~2~-NP. Data are illustrated as mean ± SEM and numbers inside the bars represent the number of investigations. Mean ROS ratios as a function of (**a**) NP-size, (**c**) NP-concentration and (**e**) exposure times are shown. Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) was used to identify correlations between the independent variables NP size, concentration or exposure time and the dependent variable ROS ratio; (**b**,**d**,**f**) show the respective groupings that were analyzed with multi-factor ANOVA (MA) for statistical significant inhomogeneity for three variables, one-way ANOVA (OWA) for one variable, and the modified post-hoc Tukey test for unequal n for group differences. The bars labelled "a" or "A" etc. are statistically different from "b" or "B" but not from "ab" or" AB". *p* \< 0.05 for \* all data and \# for \>90% viability.](ijms-16-25954-g007){#ijms-16-25954-f007}

Two major findings are notable from this analysis: First, nanoceria has an antioxidative effect, as it was reported by Karakoti *et al.* \[[@B61-ijms-16-25954]\] and many others, which is caused by the two oxidation states of Cerium (Ce^3+^/Ce^4+^). With higher NP concentrations and longer exposure time more radicals are scavenged and thus the ROS level is reduced. Secondly, the variation between distinct investigations is relatively low.

The cell viability in the selected publications was generally very high or not measured at all. Only Mittal *et al.* \[[@B57-ijms-16-25954]\] and Park *et al.* \[[@B59-ijms-16-25954]\] reported reduced cell viability in a time, concentration and size dependent manner. Lord *et al.* \[[@B7-ijms-16-25954]\] detected an increased cell viability compared to control. All other examined publications found no changes regarding cell viability.

In summary, nanoceria act as an antioxidant in a concentration and time dependent manner, which was verified by several statistical tests. Significant differences for NP size groups were identified as well, but other parameters than the ones considered here seem to influence the results more than the NP size. Furthermore, exposure to nanoceria had no adverse effect on cell viability. In general, the presented analysis strengthens the information regarding nanoceria toxicity and supports the findings of individual publications.

### 2.4.6. Carbon Nano Tubes (CNT) {#sec2dot4dot6-ijms-16-25954}

Seventeen studies were selected that provided 113 data points, of which 75 were categorized as "\>90% viability". No distinction was made between single wall CNT (SWCNT) and multi wall (MWCNT), which were employed 14 times and eight times, respectively. In all publications, the used CNT were purchased, and most of the authors stated the companies' name. Information about physicochemical properties were limited to TEM or SEM analysis. The CNT surface area and the zeta potential were stated twice, and information about the shape was given in four publications. Seven publications used positive controls. Regarding viability tests, one author was referring to a previous study where no cytotoxicity was detected \[[@B62-ijms-16-25954]\], others presented contradicting results of various tests (e.g., \[[@B63-ijms-16-25954],[@B64-ijms-16-25954]\]). Although possible interactions between tetrazolium salts and CNT are known \[[@B25-ijms-16-25954]\], the MTT assay was still routinely employed as a viability test for CNT exposed cells.

Altogether 12 cell types of mostly human origin were employed, of which, two were professional phagocytes (macrophages) derived from mouse and rat, respectively. These cell types were used in two publications \[[@B63-ijms-16-25954],[@B65-ijms-16-25954]\] containing 22 investigations. Chen *et al.* \[[@B65-ijms-16-25954]\] compared human alveolar epithelial cells (A549 cells) with murine macrophages (RAW264.7 cells) and identified similar responses in ROS release and cytotoxicity. In contrast, Murphy *et al.* \[[@B21-ijms-16-25954]\] examined inflammatory responses in human mesothelial cells and human monocytes and observed higher inflammation potential in monocytes/macrophages, attributed to frustrated phagocytosis.

The pooling and choice of groups for CNT size is more difficult than for spherical NP, because CNT-sizes are described by two parameters (length and thickness) instead of one. In general, here CNT were first classified according to length (≤10 μm and \>10 μm) and then according to thickness into six groups ([Table 2](#ijms-16-25954-t002){ref-type="table"}). The 10 μm measure is generally considered as the length of a particle which can be internalized by a cell.

[Figure 8](#ijms-16-25954-f008){ref-type="fig"}a demonstrates the ROS ratios for the collected raw data as dependent on size. The ROS ratios fluctuate considerably with large SEM. The MRA test showed no significant correlations between the variables. The groups show, however, by using MA, OWA and the Tukey test, that there are statistically significant differences between the NP size groups ([Figure 8](#ijms-16-25954-f008){ref-type="fig"}b). Exposure to CNT longer than 10 μm leads to a lower average ROS release than shorter CNT, possibly because of the ongoing internalization mechanism. However, CNT with \>50 nm thickness and \<10 μm length show much lower ROS generation than the slightly thinner CNT. The latter result was extracted from two investigations only, and, therefore, the relevance of this outcome has to be tested using more data.

![The effect of NP-size, concentration and exposure time on ROS ratios after exposure to CNT-NP. Data are illustrated as mean ± SEM and numbers inside the bars represent the number of investigations. Mean ROS ratios as a function of (**a**) NP-size, (**c**) NP-concentration and (**e**) exposure times are shown. Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) was used to identify correlations between the independent variables NP size, concentration or exposure time and the dependent variable ROS ratio; (**b**,**d**,**f**) show the respective groupings that were analyzed with multi-factor ANOVA (MA) for statistical significant inhomogeneity for three variables, one-way ANOVA (OWA) for one variable, and the modified post-hoc Tukey test for unequal n for group differences. The bars labelled "a" or "A" *etc.* are statistically different from "b" or "B" but not from "ab" or" AB". *p* \< 0.05 for \* all data and \# for \>90% viability.](ijms-16-25954-g008){#ijms-16-25954-f008}

The data and the groups related to CNT concentration show extremely variable ROS ratios ([Figure 8](#ijms-16-25954-f008){ref-type="fig"}c,d). The statistical tests did not identify any significant differences, although the majority (14 out of 17) of the examined publications reported a dose dependent increase in ROS release. This indicates that other parameters, such as surface modifications \[[@B66-ijms-16-25954]\], affect this grouping classification, since reactivity and toxicity of individual types of CNT are differing largely.

Regarding exposure time ([Figure 8](#ijms-16-25954-f008){ref-type="fig"}e), ROS ratios were increased up to an exposure time of 1.5 h followed by a drop after 2 h. There was no correlation between any of the variables detected with the MRA although the exposure time groups ([Figure 8](#ijms-16-25954-f008){ref-type="fig"}f) show a time dependent decrease in ROS ratios, according to the OWA and Tukey test for "all data". At exposure times below 3 h, the ROS ratios are relatively high, followed by declining values at longer times. This suggests that there is an inverse correlation between ROS release and CNT exposure time. However, several studies performing time-dependent tests reported that ROS generation increases with elongated exposure time \[[@B65-ijms-16-25954],[@B67-ijms-16-25954],[@B68-ijms-16-25954]\].

Altogether, ROS ratios generated by CNT are very variable. Statistically significant correlations were identified for NP size and exposure time. The CNT pooling gave inconclusive results, suggesting that other factors than the ones analysed here are important. The analysed amount of data seems to be too small for the analysis, thus no conclusions could be drawn. Further analysis with more data could lead to a better understanding of CNT toxicity, considering that CNT is possibly a group of NP by itself.

3. Experimental Section {#sec3-ijms-16-25954}
=======================

3.1. Selection of NP {#sec3dot1-ijms-16-25954}
--------------------

We selected six different NP for the analysis. These were SiO~2~, TiO~2~, ZnO, CuO, CeO~2~/Ce~2~O~3~ NPs, and carbon nanotubes (CNT) for the following reasons:

TiO~2~ and SiO~2~ NPs are well investigated materials in both nano- and in bulk form; despite their reactive surface, TiO~2~ NP are considered to be non-toxic; both NP have high production volumes worldwide \[[@B69-ijms-16-25954],[@B70-ijms-16-25954]\] and are present in a wide range of consumer products. These NP might reflect the suitability of the pooling approach.

ZnO- and CuO-NP are toxic, reactive and soluble materials; cytotoxicity has been detected at already very low doses (e.g., \[[@B45-ijms-16-25954],[@B71-ijms-16-25954]\]). Here, these EMNs aim to represent soluble metal oxide NP.

CeO~2~ acts presumably as ROS scavenger and is considered as exhibiting low toxicity *in vitro* (e.g., \[[@B59-ijms-16-25954]\]). Since the antioxidant effect of this NP is controversial, our approach is expected to elucidate this matter.

CNT exists in many different forms, with a variety of surface modifications and different size parameters (e.g., \[[@B72-ijms-16-25954]\]); if CNT expresses asbestos-like features they behave like asbestos and are toxic; other forms are considered as non-toxic. The CNT data were tested here to clarify the limits of the present approach.

3.2. Selection Criteria for Publications {#sec3dot2-ijms-16-25954}
----------------------------------------

In the present study, we used peer reviewed publications collected from PubMed \[[@B73-ijms-16-25954]\] and Sciencedirect \[[@B74-ijms-16-25954]\] and filtered according to the following selection criteria:

*In vitro* experiments analysing the selected NP uptake via ROS production. ROS release is a frequently used measure for NP testing; therefore, a wide range of publications is available. It reflects the amount of oxidative stress that is generated by the NP uptake and, consequently, it is assumed that it indicates the degree of NP hazard.

To enable a reasonable comparison of the studies, only those publications were considered in which the tested NP concentration was stated as mass units per volume.

For the comparative analysis, only publications were considered that used the 2′,7′-dichlorofluorescin diacetate (DCF)-assay for ROS measurement.

Experiments should be performed in at least three independent experiments and at the probability value of *p* \< 0.05 at minimum.

To ensure the actuality of the data, publications after 2008 were considered.

3.3. Software-Assisted Data Acquisition and Compilation {#sec3dot3-ijms-16-25954}
-------------------------------------------------------

The majority of the published data were presented in graphs without providing the values of single measured data points. For a possible and comparable data analysis, all data points were converted into a common measure by using the graph-digitizing software GetData Graph Digitizer version 2.26 ([www.getdata-graph-digitizer.com](www.getdata-graph-digitizer.com)). To access the published data, the graphs of interest were copied, transformed into a jpeg-format, and processed with the GetData software. By this procedure, ratios of intracellular ROS release were generated for all data points. The GetData Graph Digitizer was not providing any information about accuracy.

The information extracted from the selected studies is available in the Supplement (see [Table S1](#app1-ijms-16-25954){ref-type="app"}) containing the categories "NP characterization", "quality of study" and "experimental parameters". The NP characterization included the information given by the authors about NP suppliers, manufacturing procedure, and physicochemical parameters and characterization methods. For the category "quality of study", information regarding the use of positive controls was collected and the realisation of the statistical selection criteria (experiments should be performed in three independent trials and at the probability value of *p* \< 0.05 at minimum) was ensured. As relevant data for "experimental parameters", cell type, origin species, NP concentration, exposure time, and the ROS detection method were collected. Furthermore, information about the "cell viability" was collected if given by the authors. As a minimum threshold of cell viability, 90% was arbitrarily chosen. ROS ratios for cell viabilities of 90% or above were assigned to "\>90% viability", all other data points were assigned to "all data".

3.4. Data Processing and Classification into Groups {#sec3dot4-ijms-16-25954}
---------------------------------------------------

All data points with similar NP size, concentrations or exposure times were compiled to mean ROS ratios (experiment over control values: e/c). The numbers of investigations, which are different from the numbers of publications, are stated in the corresponding graphs. The specific group-ranges were chosen according to known toxicological and cell physiologic processes if possible, as described in the Introduction, otherwise arbitrarily (see [Table 1](#ijms-16-25954-t001){ref-type="table"}).

3.5. Statistical Data Analysis {#sec3dot5-ijms-16-25954}
------------------------------

Since all obtained data are expressed as ROS ratios without a "control" value, different statistical methods were applied for data analysis using the software Statistika version 7.1 by statsoft ([www.statsoft.de](www.statsoft.de)).

The Multiple Regression Analysis (MRA) is a correlation test that was used for each NP to obtain information about the relationship between the independent variables NP size, concentration and exposure time and the dependent variable ROS ratio.

The multi-factor ANOVA (MA) was used to test the statistically significant inhomogeneity between the groups considering all three influencing variables.

The one-way ANOVA (OWA) shows statistically significant inhomogeneity between the groups considering only one influencing variable.

The modified Tukey post-hoc test for unequal n was used to test statistically significant differences of the OWA, to identify the group differences.

4. Conclusions {#sec4-ijms-16-25954}
==============

The aim of this study was to test the applicability of a pooling approach for selected nanomaterials-induced published *in vitro* data in order to identify the toxic capacity of specific NP. Six different NPs were selected for the analysis. Two common biological endpoints (intracellular ROS and ROS production in cells with viability above 90%) were identified for a comparative approach. The correlations of the ROS ratios between exposed and control cells with different experimental parameters such as NP size, concentration, and exposure time were analysed.

Regarding NP-size, we showed that SiO~2~- and ZnO-NP induce decreasing ROS ratios with increasing NP-size, whereas the other investigated NP indicate inhomogeneous groups but with no clear correlation. The analysed NP-concentration groups (excluding CNT) point to increasing ROS ratios with increasing NP-concentrations, and only CeO~2~-NP is causing a decreased ROS level because of its scavenging effect. Interestingly, our data compilation shows that ROS ratios are increasing with the exposure time for "all data" but decreasing for "\>90% viability". Only CeO~2~-NP and CNT lead to decreasing ROS ratios over time.

In general, the applied method allows comparing information received from particular studies since: investigations were compared qualitatively;investigations were compared quantitatively enabling the application of statistical methods;technical and experimental inconsistencies that occur in individual studies are evened out;group-ranges regarding NP size and concentration are more representative than single unit values (e.g., 16--30 nm instead of 21 nm) for what the cells are exposed to ("seeing").

The outcome of the pooling of the selected NP shows that this approach is applicable for the selected metal oxide NP, but might need reconsideration and a larger data set for e.g., CNT. For several analyses, statistically significant results were obtained, confirming the outcome of the majority of individual studies and the already known specific toxicities. In cases where the analysis did not show any expected correlation between a variable and the corresponding ROS ratios (e.g., size grouping for TiO~2~-NP and CuO-NP or time grouping for SiO~2~-NP), either the data amount was insufficient or other factors than the ones investigated in this study influence the ROS release. Such factors could be e.g., agglomeration/aggregation of the NP, or different reactivity of various crystalline forms, *etc.*

For a proper comparative analysis, a comprehensive description of the physicochemical parameters is needed as well as a large number of data. In the present study, data are limited for CuO-NP and CNT, and, thus, the power of the statistical analysis is weak. Additionally, CNT might already be a "group of NP" by itself since it is described at least by two parameters (length and thickness), and CNT is existing in many different variants. This needs further investigation.

The choice of intracellular ROS generation for the testing of NP-induced cell responses as an endpoint was appropriate. Therefore, this endpoint is valuable for toxicological investigations. However, this implies the assumption that the tested cells are viable, which was frequently not the case in the present selected data. Thus, it must be emphasized that ROS release and cell viability should always be tested in combination.

Significant differences between professional phagocytes and non-phagocytic cells were detected. Considering ROS production as the biological endpoint, it might be relevant to investigate both cell types in parallel. Further analyses of available data could probably provide answers to the cell type specificity of response.

Although the employed *in vitro* methods are commonly applied, many protocols are not standardized. Interestingly, it seems that the applied approach is balancing out the lack of standardization. This has, however, to be analysed in more detail before any firm conclusion can be drawn.

An extension of the present analysis by pooling more data, selecting more variables and different endpoint(s), using a more sophisticated computer based method, *etc.* would allow using this approach as a tool for comparative toxicity data evaluation. Furthermore, the present study shows that the use of NP size, concentration and exposure time alone are not always allowing clear statements regarding toxicity of a particular NP.

In the dose-effect paradigm, the mass is used as a dose metric, and, in the majority of all studies of NP toxicity, this parameter is applied. It is quite evident that this single dose parameter is not sufficient to describe the toxic effects of nanoparticles. Nevertheless, the majority of the publications state the applied concentration and exposure time. More useful specifications could be applied such as the surface area/unit, which would consider agglomeration \[[@B75-ijms-16-25954]\], or the internalized mass \[[@B76-ijms-16-25954]\], although the latter do not consider all relevant particle characteristics. Simkó *et al.* \[[@B75-ijms-16-25954]\] proposed a dose metric model where the surface area is the main metric and the physicochemical properties are given different importance by weighting factors. The use of the NP surface area (size + concentration) as a function of exposure time could constitute more appropriate dose-response metrics.

In conclusion, the presented pooling and analysis of available data is a promising method for data evaluation and providing insight about NP induced toxicity *in vitro*. If more data are included, the power of the statistical analysis becomes stronger. Its potential is not limited to ROS release, and, thus, any other biological endpoint can be applied.
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